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Abstract. This research is based on a need analysis which finds the phenomenon
that conventional learning models are considered not effective enough in develop-
ing students’ learning potential to the fullest and various kinds of problems related
to problems made by lecturers, most of which only come to measuring low-level
thinking and problems cognitive mastery skills with the tools and test instruments
used. This study aims to create a Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) test model using
an expert system as a test measuring tool for students’ ability to think, namely
Higher Order Thinking/HOT which consists of 3 levels, namely low, middle and
high. This research is a Research and Development research with ADDIEmethod.
The data that is processed after the application of this model came from lectur-
ers and students as respondents. The results of the practicality test of this study
were 87.5 which were categorized as very practical. It can be concluded that the
CAT test model is more effective than the conventional model in testing student
competencies in higher education. The result of this study is the application of the
CAT test model based on the Expert System as a tool for measuring the ability
of Higher Order Thinking/HOT in supporting a practical partial assessment of
learning outcomes (Assessment of Learning/AoL).
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1 Introduction

The test model is used to gather data and information about test takers’ knowledge,
attitudes, and skill levels with regard to information and communication technologies
(ICT). In the meantime, [1] developed CAT for evaluating using various characteristics
of items calibratedwith the SamejimaGradedResponseModel, where the itemquestions
have a primarily one-dimensional fit with the model and the CAT demonstrates good
accuracy for evaluating scores.

Information networks have been upgraded by advancements in computer and internet
technologies [2], enabling students to connect with teachers online [3]. What must be
done to guarantee that advancements in ICTsupport andpromote educational innovations
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such as computer-assisted student learning outcomes evaluation systems. Where exam
results can be known instantly when using a computer system, and the items displayed
can adjust the material and subject matter for the student’s ability of thinking capacity
[4–8].

Competency test activities can utilize information and communication technology
(ICT), where to assess student learning outcomes using ICT with the computer adaptive
test (CAT) paradigm as an alternative media used [9]. Multiple-choice assessment activ-
ities, such as e-quizzes, e-assessments, and e-evaluations, are examples of ICT-assisted
CATs. When multiple choice questions are used as a robust foundation for evaluating
computer-based tests, they become an objective, valid, and trustworthy test tool [10].
There have been several studies on the diagnosis of thinking skills using ICT, such as
the Computer Adaptive Test (CAT), such as [11–13].

A person’s mastering skill in managing and finishing a number of specific domains
of work is determined by the CAT, which is better known as a set of tools/instruments in
providing questions to an assessment procedure. The use of computer adaptive testing
(CAT), a type of computerized assessment, is growing in many different industries,
including education. CAT has a solid foundation in licensing and certification testing.
In contrast to a direct linear test, the CAT chooses an item for each test-taker based
on how well he did on the preceding item. In order to suit the test taker’s anticipated
ability, assessments are changed online and present the examinee with the item that best
evaluates that ability [14].

The diagnosis of thinking ability according toBloom’s version of cognitive taxonomy
can be a strong basis as support before deciding whether or not students pass or fail in
certain courses or subjects. From the results of the research Irwan et al. [14] with CAT
using an expert system that models the learning evaluation process where items are
analyzed based on the level of difficulty, discriminatory, and distractor function using
a rule base. The rule-based method can be applied to the calibration process of all test
items, starting from the selection or selection of items, level of difficulty, discrimination,
guessing factors, scoring and estimation of the ability of test takers [15].

The use of CAT in test implementation operations can improve the delivery of ques-
tions and assessments by permitting the inclusion of graphics, audio, and video as well
as a more interactive virtual environment [16, 17]. Additionally, computer technology
can manage greater knowledge, increase the efficiency of how many items are displayed
next, and offer helpful feedback [18]. Therefore, it is presumed that the fusion of Bloom’s
taxonomy revision principles and expert systems is a highly relevant innovation to be
carried out for the development of the scientific area, particularly in supporting a quality
evaluation system.

Product trial after conducting the validation and revision processes. The empirical
trial process is aimed at getting an illustration of whether the model being developed
is effective and practical compared to previous models, and whether the developed
model is feasible or not. The empirical trial process is aimed at getting an illustration of
whether the model being developed is effective and practical compared to the previous
one. The trial test will be conducted twice, namely limited trial test and extended trial
test. Meanwhile, the subjects of the trial test are experts and students. It is possible
to identify computer-assisted thinking abilities by displaying multiple choice items at
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random, according to an analysis of the research findings [19]. This study has been
successful in more precisely mapping test-takers’ cognitive capacities based on their
answers to the supplied questions. As opposed to essay-style test questions, multiple-
choice assessments, according to Scully [20], have a solid ability tomeasure higher-order
thinking skills in the area of knowledge.

The administration of computer-assisted multiple-choice test items, according to
various research results, obtained the same and better validity and reliability than the
traditional administration of test questions using paperwith a pen [5, 21, 22]. Diagnostics
on thinking skills, where educators can group and map students so they can find out the
weaknesses and the strengths in answering tests [23]. The combination of Bloom’s
cognitive taxonomy revision concepts and expert systems and Computer Adaptive Tests
(CAT) can be used to support a quality assessment system.

2 Method

The development procedure approach used in this study used the ADDIE method with
the following stages:

Analysis. At this stage, an analysis of the CAT products to be developed includes an
analysis of the material for the grid of thinking ability diagnostic test questions, an
analysis of the rule base used in setting assumptions about the ability of the test takers,
setting rules for the first item displayed is an easy level (low level). Namely remembering
and understanding, setting middle and high-level question items namely application,
analysis, evaluation, and creating so that later information or suggestions will come
out from CAT products. In stopping multiple item questions by setting a rule base then
making a table of advice or suggestions given that are in accordance with the rule base
that has been determined.

Design. At the design stage, the interface is created, and the database is created by
creating a CAT blueprint based on the analysis that has been done. The lecturer users,
who can input passwords, add questions, modify, remove, and obtain test results reports
that have been completed by test participants, primarily students, are included in the user
interface design. Student users can start an online test by entering a name or nickname
and responding to questions by picking responses. The test results come in the form
of a diagnosis of low-level cognitive ability. At the conclusion of the test utilizing the
CAT, pupils were given three levels of thinking ability: middle, high, and advice or
suggestions.

Development. Conducting small- and large-scale product trials with consumers,
particularly students, to gain feedback and suggestions for improving CAT products.

Implementation. Tools for CAT application testing should be made available. The
user’s feedback can be used to fix incorrect test results.

Evaluation. A testing instrument with 10 question items is used to evaluate CAT
products for application users [24], as described in Table 1.
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Table 1. CAT Product Practicality Instrument Items

No Question Indicators

1 The application is easy to use

2 The application is not complicated

3 Simple menu interface

4 The menu interface has an identifier at the top of the view (header)

5 Memorable menu and features

6 Uncomplicated data input interface

7 The text contained in the application is clearly visible (easy to read)

8 The color composition is appropriate and attractive

9 The buttons are easy to use

10 Image looks clear

Data analysis techniques to prove the practicality of software products, namely CAT
with a usability score (System Usability Score/SUS). Whereas in the proof of practi-
cality, each respondent is counted for the total score with each statement with an odd
number of 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, the scale of the answer from the respondent is reduced by 1
and for each statement with an even number 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, the scale of the respondent’s
answer is reduced by 5. The overall contribution score is multiplied by 2.5, divided by
the total number of responders, and the overall value of the usability system is then
determined. At least 8 responses were required to evaluate or demonstrate the viability
of a software application using the algorithm [24–26]. According to research Hamzah
[3], each component of the SUS instrument can have an item contribution score between
0 and 4, which can be used to compute the outcomes of testing software applications.

3 Result and Discussion

Figure 1 depicts the architecture of the created CAT model utilizing an expert sys-
tem. The CAT application is built on an expert system, which illustrates how users
are divided into lecturers and students, with lecturers developing a knowledge database
of multiple-choice questions and students responding to questions on the CAT Expert
System application.

3.1 Rule Base System

The following is to create a rule base as a criterion for moving multiple choice items
(moving rule). Table 1 is the rule base that has been set as a rule in moving the level of
multiple choice items on CAT using the Expert System.
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Fig. 1. Framework Computer Adaptive Test Expert System (CATExS).

After establishing the rule foundation, construct a Table 2 of advise or suggestions
based on the established rule base. The advise table is a recommendation made by an
expert based on the test taker’s ability, and it is the result of the CAT employing the
Expert System.

The development of the Computer Adaptive Test (CAT) in testing student competen-
cies in higher education using a rule-based Expert System with the concept of Bloom’s
cognitive taxonomy does not decide whether or not the test takers pass based on the
results of their answers, but rather to support assessment, obtain information, and map
mastery on certain materials or subjects. And highlight kids’ critical thinking abilities.

The rules are designed so that if 5 questions at level 1 are answered correctly, level
2 questions will be presented, and so on up to level 6. If a test taker answers less than 5
questions correctly, the following level of questions will not be presented, and guidance
or suggestions will be provided to test takers in the form of a diagnostic result display.

The main menu when CAT uses the expert system is opened, then a page appears
as shown in Fig. 2. This menu is the opening of the introduction of the CAT application
using the expert system.

After the user enters throughFig. 2, the user can carry out activities on the application,
namely education, starting frommaking test questions and students answering test items
according to the level of low, middle and high questions.

The session score will be displayed after each session’s questions have been
answered. Additionally, pressing the next button will move students to questions based
on the difficulty of the results of their responses as the session continues. Figure 3 is a
page display when the test is in progress with a countdown timer according to the length
of the test given.
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Table 2. Rules Base on CAT using Expert System

Rule Name Questions Level Rule Base

Rule 1 The first 5 questions that appear are
questions at the Middle level.

If the value of the answers from 5
questions >= 80, then the next 5
questions that appear are High
questions.

If the answer value of 5 questions
>=60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Medium questions.

If the answer value of 5 questions is
<60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are low questions.

Rule 2 The next 5 questions that appear are
questions at a high level

If the value of the answers from 5
questions >=80, then the next 5
questions that appear are High
questions.

If the answer value of 5 questions
>=60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Medium questions.

If the answer value of 5 questions is
<60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Low.

Rule 3 If the 5 questions that appear after the
next rule 1 are questions at the Middle
level

If the value of the answers from 5
questions >=80, then the next 5
questions that appear are High.

If the answer value of 5 questions
>=60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Medium.

If the answer value of 5 questions is
<60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Low.

Rule 4 If the 5 questions that appear after the
next rule 1 are questions at low level

If the value of the answers from 5
questions >=80, then the next 5
questions that appear are High.

If the answer value of 5 questions
>=60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Medium.

If the answer value of 5 questions is
<60, then the next 5 questions that
appear are Low.
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Table 3. Advice/Suggestions

Ability Code Advice

Cognitive Code 1 You have not met the minimum competency standards for this course. It is
appropriate that you get additional lectures (remedial) or repeat.

Cognitive Code 2 According to System Diagnostics, your thinking ability in the subjects
tested is still at a low level (Lower Order Thinking/LOT), namely
Remembering. You should read a lot of books, journals, focus more on
learning and use methods as well as learning strategies such as asking
lecturers, friends and seniors.

Cognitive Code 3 According to System Diagnostics, your thinking skills in the subjects tested
are still at a low level (Lower Order Thinking/LOT), namely
Understanding. You should read a lot of books, journals, focus more on
learning and use methods as well as learning strategies, for example asking
lecturers, friends and seniors to have higher competence.

Cognitive Code 4 According to System Diagnostics, your thinking skills in the subjects tested
are at the intermediate level (Middle Order Thinking/MOT) namely
Application. You should focus on studying and study more diligently in
order to have higher competence.

Cognitive Code 5 According to System Diagnostics, your thinking skills in the subjects tested
are at a high level (Higher Order Thinking/HOT) namely Analyzing. You
should focus on studying and study more diligently in order to have higher
competence.

Cognitive Code 6 According to System Diagnostics, your thinking ability in the subject being
tested is at a high level (Higher Order Thinking/HOT) namely Deciding.
You should focus on studying and study more diligently in order to have
higher competence.

Fig. 2. Display Login CATExS
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Fig. 3. Form CATExS is in progress

Fig. 4. Form Final Score and Diagnosis

Starting with five multiple-choice questions at level C1 being displayed at random,
the administration of the multiple-choice questions for diagnosing thinking skills using
CATExS has been organized linearly well. According to the stated guidelines, if the
testee is successful in answering 10 questions accurately, the next five questions of
level C2 will be shown. The progression continues until level C5. The test model will
automatically stop, and the test taker will immediately receive help or ideas from an
expert, in this case, the lecturer, if less than five questions cannot be answered properly.
This makes it possible for the multiple-choice question-stopping rule system to swiftly
satisfy the requirements for measuring the test subject’s capacity for abstract thought.

The display of the page to see the results of the final scores and student competency
level categories after the student has passed all the steps of the test on CATExS, that is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

From the implementation of the CATExS product that was tested on lecturers (L) and
students (S) with 10 questions from Table 1, the practicality test results were obtained
as shown in Table 4.

Based on Table 3 it can be seen that the mean value for the user practicality test for
CATExS products is 87.7 in the practical category. The results of proving the practicality
of CATExS products that have been developed to carry out the feasibility of using the
product so that it can be used widely by users.
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Table 4. CATExS Product Practicality Test Results

Respondents Score Category

S1 90 Very Practical

S2 92.5 Very Practical

S3 67.5 Practical Enough

S4 80 Practical

S5 82.5 Practical

S6 95 Very Practical

S7 90 Very Practical

S8 82.5 Practical

S9 90 Very Practical

L1 87.5 Practical

L2 100 Very Practical

L3 92.5 Very Practical

Average SUS Score 87.5 Very Practical

4 Conclusion

The CATExS application product has supplied an alternative for diagnosing students’
thinking skills, including aspects of low-level thinking skills, medium-low-level think-
ing, and high-order thinking skills that might cause a change in the educator’s evaluation
pattern of students. By applying the created products, the CATExS application with its
three aspects of thinking skills can be diagnosed successfully.
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